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AIDE - Artificial Intelligent Directed Evolution
The FDA approval of Luxturna for treating Leber
congenital amaurosis consecrates adeno-associated
viral (AAV) vectors as the best DNA carriers for retinal
gene therapy (Bennett et al., 2017). However, today's
available AAVs are still suboptimal for transfecting
human retinal neurons, and much research efforts are
still ongoing. Improving such AAVs is difficult
because our limited biological knowledge of the
system obstructs a rational design approach. To
overcome this limitation, directed evolution (DE,
Arnold 1998, 2018’s Chemistry Nobel prize) appears
as the most promising solution. DE is a massively
parallel, trial-and-error engineering strategy that
emulates natural evolution without the need of Fig. 1: DE enriches the variants capable
much prior knowledge: it starts from billions of of transfecting the retina.
random variants, it iteratively screens them against a chosen task and finally unveils the best
performing variants (Fig. 1, Dalkara et al. 2013).
Today, DE benefits from the tremendous progress in DNA sequencing techniques called
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) or deep sequencing. NGS allows for reading of millions of
distinct DNA sequences at each round of the DE screening iterations. These massive data call for
the integration of machine learning approaches to improve DE performance (Bedbrook et al.,
2019). Our goal is to upgrade the results of two complementary DE experiments by inferring
computational models from these massive NGS data. Starting from these data, we will
overcome high dimensionality and data-poor limitations by learning a model of the DE screening
process, to then use the model to predict high performing variants, and eventually patent an
efficient viral vector for human retinas.

State of the art and preliminary results
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Fig. 2: DE experiment on AAV vectors. A) Billions of different random oligonucleotides are
inserted in the wildtype viral genome (Initial library). Synthesis and capsid folding result in a Viral
library of random variants. B) DE screens variants by selecting those that can infect retinal
neurons (Fig. 1) C) Deep NGS allows for reading millions of variants’ DNA at multiple rounds. D)
DE screening shrinks down the library log-diversity (entropy, estimated from the NGS data) along
the experimental rounds up to few bits, thus unveiling few ‘evolved' variants.
DE for engineering AAV vectors works on four steps (Fig.s 1&2). First, a highly diverse
initial library is generated by inserting 7 amino-acid random peptides in the AAV capsid protein
(Fig. 2A). Peptide insertions allow for improved transduction by altering receptor binding, cell entry
and intracellular trafficking. Then, multiple rounds of DE screening enrich the high performing

variants (Fig. 2B). Here the screening task consists in selecting the variants capable of infecting
the retinal neurons (Fig. 1). Later, massive NGS allows for reading millions of variant DNAs in the
library at each step (fig. 2C), and to follow the convergence onto few ‘evolved' variants (fig. 2D).
We previously used in-vivo DE to engineer an AAV capable of delivering genetic material
into cells of the mouse retina (Fig. 1, Dalkara et al., 2013). This DE study unveiled “AAV2-7m8”,
an AAV variant which has been immensely valuable for gene delivery to the mouse retina (Mace et
al. 2015; Khabou et al. 2018). Yet, there are tremendous interspecies differences between the
performance of viral vectors (Planul & Dalkara 2017): AAV2-7m8, which has been developed on
mice, is suboptimal for transducing retinas of large animals like humans.
In order to develop an efficient AAV vector for humans, research had started focusing on
larger animals. At Flannery’s lab. in Berkeley University, In-vivo DE studies of AAV on canine
retinas (Byrne et al., submitted, dataset-1) and non-human primate retinas (Byrne et al. 2020)
identified viable vectors for the corresponding species, which however are suboptimal for humans.
To focus directly on humans, in our lab, we run a DE experiment screening on post-mortem human
tissue samples (Planul et al, in preparation, dataset-2). Candidate variants have been identified,
but the results on human retinal explants were not satisfactory (only a few fold increase in
transduction was obtained). The PhD work will mainly focus on datasets-1 and 2.
All these DE experiments on large animals
were able to converge onto few ‘evolved' variants
(fig. 2D), showcasing the screening power of the
approach. However the final performance of selected
variants were unsatisfying. If the DE experiment
worked as expected, why was it not able to identify a
sufficiently strong variant? Preliminary results show
that the reason lies in how the experimental
outcome was analysed. The presence of
overrepresented sequences at the beginning (Fig.
3), result in an unfair competition between variants:
excellent variants can not overcome good ones, if
the latter are far more abundant at the beginning.
Consequently, looking at the variants to which DE
converges is not the right strategy. Studying how
individual variants get enriched along the DE
workflow (Rubin et al 2017) is neither a viable Fig. 3: the viral library before DE: each circle
solution: their number is orders of magnitude larger is a variant whose radius is proportional to
than data size and their enrichment is hindered by its concentration. ‘Evolved' variants (blue
bulk noise. To deal with both these issues and red dots), have midrange initial
experimentally would require many more DE rounds concentration between few overrepresented
and much deeper NGS, well beyond feasibility. We and many underrepresented variants.
therefore need a different approach. As such, we
propose to learn ML models of the whole DE screening process.

Work program
Preliminary results show that because of the heterogeneity of the viral library and the large
bulk noise, many promising variants were not able to emerge, despite being present in the
sample. We therefore need an approach that encompasses single variants and their noise by
analysing the behaviour of the whole experiment altogether. For this, instead of analysing the
enrichment of one individual sequence at the time, we will infer from data models of the whole DE
screening. We will use ML models capable of decomposing the sequences into amino-acid
motifs and studying their contribution to the overall sequence enrichment.
Working on DE experiments on enzymes, Fernandez-de-Cossio-Diaz et al. (2020) has
proved that it is possible to combine data from multiple DE rounds and multiple sequences to learn
a statistical model capable of predicting the enrichment of individual variants across successive DE
rounds. Specifically, their pairwise Potts model takes as input the amino-acid sequence,
decomposes it into all the possible position-dependent pairs of amino-acids, learns the synergy of
all couples through the model’s pairwise interactions and eventually predicts the change in
concentration upon a DE iteration. Importantly, during model-learning, and thanks to this pairwise
decomposition, the model overcomes the noise of individual variants by grouping the information
from all the variants that share the same pair of amino-acids. We aim at applying a similar
strategy to our dataset, but tailored to our case. Preliminary results have shown that pairs of

amino-acids play a major role in determining the variant enrichment in our DE process, but also
that triplets and higher order motifs cannot be ignored. To account for this important difference, we
will consider more flexible models than pairwise Potts, as for example non-linear latent
models, which have already showcased their efficiency for deep sequencing data (Riesselman et
al. 2018), or Restricted Boltzmann Machines, which have been proved very powerful in
accounting for protein statistical properties (Tubiana et al. 2019).
We aim at hiring a PhD student that will work on models' development, inference and
benchmark (Months: 1-20). Once an effective model for the variant enrichment will be inferred from
data, we will use it to identify the amino-acid sequence(s) with the highest predicted enrichment
(Months:20-26). This candidate virus will then be tested thanks to the facilities of Dalkara’s lab.
both in-vitro, on a post-mortem human retina sample, and in-vivo, through intravitreal injection in a
macaque eye. Obtaining a strong GFP expression will allow us to showcase the power of the
viral vector, patent its sequence, and largely accelerate the development of genetic
therapies for vision restoration.

Team

U. Ferrari is a tenured CNRS researcher (sect. 51, System Biology) at the Vision Institute
with a long-standing experience in data-analysis and machine learning applied to neurosciences
(Ferrari et al 2020, Mahuas et al 2021, Sorochynskyi et al 2021). After a PhD in statistical physics
with G. Parisi in Rome, he did a first postdoc at ENS-Paris and a second one at the Vision Institute.
D. Dalkara is an INSERM research director at the Vision Institute and has broad expertise
in gene delivery vectors (Dalkara et al., 2013), retinal gene therapy. After a PhD in biology in
Strasbourg (awarded the Biovalley PhD thesis) she did a first postdoc at the Max Planck Institute
of Biophysics, and then a second one at UC Berkeley (Euretina Science and Medicine Innovation
award in 2013 and selected Innovator under 35 –France by MIT Technology Review in 2014).
The team joins partners with complementary and interdisciplinary expertise in both DE for
virus engineering and ML applied to biological data (Ferrari et al. 2020). They currently jointly
supervise a senior postdoc, a M2 student (our potential candidate) and, informally, an experimental
PhD. This project will strengthen their collaboration and prime a rich new set of interdisciplinary
interactions based on Dr Dalkara’s other ongoing DE experiments.
The candidate we are looking for has a background in computational science (computer
science/physics/engineering/mathematics), a strong interest for interdisciplinary research and the
capacity to interact with colleagues of very different backgrounds. Previous experience in dataanalysis and/or machine learning are not necessary, but appreciated.

Feasibility

The stake of this project is very high because a new viral vector for gene delivery to the human
retina would be extremely valuable for clinical gene therapy applications for fighting blindness. Yet
the risks are moderate because we already have all the experimental data we need.
The project is in continuity with the just-expired ERC-StG of Dr Dalkara (2014) and will
synergistically complement its experimental outcome. A complementary project that focuses on the
initial viral library has already been founded (1.5 years, mostly covering the postdoc salary).
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